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ABSTRACT
Concerns have been raised about the reliability of dot-probe tasks. The cued Visual Probe
Task (cVPT) uses cues predicting locations of emotional stimuli, which appears to improve
reliability. However, cVPT reliability could be affected by individual differences involving
cue features. Here, we assessed specifically anticipatory reliability. Further, trial-to-trial
carryover effects, previously found for stimulus-evoked biases, were tested. 82
participants were analysed, who performed an online procedure including a reversal of
the cue mapping. Predicted stimulus categories were neutral and angry faces. Cue-
Stimulus Intervals of 400 and 1000 ms were used. An overall anticipatory attentional
bias, in terms of RT difference scores, towards threat was found. Reliability was around
.4, similar to previous results despite the mapping reversal procedure. Carryover effects
were found with a similar pattern as for non-cued threat-evoked bias. The results
confirm a reasonably reliable outcome-focused bias towards threat, showing similar
carryover effects as found for stimulus-evoked bias.
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The dot-probe task (MacLeod, Mathews, & Tata, 1986;
Mogg & Bradley, 1999) has frequently been used as a
measure of attentional bias towards or away from
hypothetically salient stimuli, such as threat or
alcohol. Such biases have been suggested to be
related to a wide range of mental health problems.
For example, a bias towards threatening stimuli
may be related to anxiety (Bantin, Stevens, Gerlach,
& Hermann, 2016; Cisler & Koster, 2010) although
gain results are complex, involving increased bias
towards threat but also attentional avoidance and
reduced ability to disengage from threatening
stimuli. Similarly, a bias towards alcohol has been
associated with heavier drinking (Field, Mogg, Zette-
ler, & Bradley, 2004; Townshend & Duka, 2001), but
also in this domain results are not straightforward,
some studies indicating that whether attention is
directed towards or away from alcohol is strongly
dependent on the precise cue-stimulus interval, i.e.
the interval between cue and probe stimulus presen-
tation (Noël et al., 2006; Townshend & Duka, 2007;
Vollstädt-Klein, Loeber, von der Goltz, Mann, &
Kiefer, 2009). An important issue with the dot-probe

task is that it has been found to have unacceptable
reliability, as has been extensively discussed else-
where (Ataya et al., 2012; Brown et al., 2014;
Chapman, Devue, & Grimshaw, 2019; Christiansen,
Schoenmakers, & Field, 2015; Dear, Sharpe, Nicholas,
& Refshauge, 2011; Kappenman, Farrens, Luck, &
Proudfit, 2014; McNally, 2018; Puls & Rothermund,
2018; Schmukle, 2005; Waechter, Nelson, Wright,
Hyatt, & Oakman, 2014). In some reported cases
internal reliability has been found to be close to
zero, e.g. in a dot-probe task using emotional faces
(Brown et al., 2014), angry and neutral faces,
especially at longer cue-stimulus intervals
(Chapman et al., 2019), personalised pain-related
stimuli (Dear et al., 2011), and, for some conditions,
alcoholic stimuli (Ataya et al., 2012). Low reliability
is a fundamental problem for lines of research that
focus on relationships between individual differ-
ences in the attentional bias and, e.g. symptoms. In
simplified terms, if a measure cannot predict itself,
it cannot predict anything else, and any statistical
findings involving correlational analyses would
therefore likely reflect noise and false positives.
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Note that this does not affect the ability of a measure
to reveal strong within-subject effects or between-
group differences if the lack of reliability concerns
only within-group variation (MacLeod, Grafton, &
Notebaert, 2019). Further, it is conceivable that
complex trial-to-trial changes in psychological state
could lead to a measure in which validity and
reliability,measured via split-half reliability, are some-
what disconnected, in contradiction to simplistic
conceptualizations of the reliability-validity relation-
ship. Consider, as an extreme toy example, a task
with two trials, only the first of which reflects an indi-
vidual difference strongly correlated with, e.g.
anxiety; the second trial, however, only reflects a
floor or ceiling effect for all participants, perhaps
because the stimuli used habituate strongly. The
split-half correlation between the two trials could
be zero, while the score calculated over both trials
could be highly correlated with anxiety – thus, the
measure would be unreliable but valid. This would
appear to follow, in a general sense, from it being
an unrealistic assumption that individual trials of an
implicit measure can be considered as equivalent to
each other as could be expected from items in a ques-
tionnaire’s subscale.

Nevertheless, it could be desirable to simply have
an attentional bias measure with good reliability.
One approach related to this issue has been the
development of the cued Visual Probe Task, cVPT
(Gladwin, 2016; Gladwin & Vink, 2018). In the cVPT
(Figure 1), visually neutral cues predict the occur-
rence of emotionally salient stimuli versus control
stimuli at the cues’ locations. These stimuli actually

occur on only half the trials; on the other half,
probes appear requiring a response. The probes
consist of a target stimulus and a distractor stimulus,
and participants are required to press a button cor-
responding to the location of the target stimulus.
The cVPT can be contrasted with the use of pre-
viously conditioned cues in a spatial attention task
(Koster, Crombez, Van Damme, Verschuere, & De
Houwer, 2005; Le Pelley, Vadillo, & Luque, 2013;
Notebaert, Crombez, Van Damme, De Houwer, &
Theeuwes, 2011). For instance, an initially neutral
cue could be associated with an addictive substance,
and that cue can subsequently be shown to draw
attention as measured by a traditional dot-probe
task (Field & Duka, 2002; Hogarth & Duka, 2006).
The concept of an anticipatory attentional bias is
somewhat different from a conditioned cue-
evoked attentional bias, although we note that the
underlying mechanisms could well overlap. The
idea that predictive processes could induce an auto-
matic anticipatory bias was based on the R3 model
(Gladwin & Figner, 2014; Gladwin, Figner, Crone, &
Wiers, 2011): One aspect of this model is that auto-
matic biases can involve processes predicting
emotionally salient outcomes, rather than only
stimulus-driven processes. Such ‘low-level’ predic-
tive processes are a fundamental brain function,
served by neural information processing in the
basal ganglia (Ernst et al., 2004; Hollerman, Trem-
blay, & Schultz, 2000; Samejima & Doya, 2007). Pre-
dicted outcomes would be expected to bias the
selection of responses towards those with better
predicted outcomes, including covert cognitive

Figure 1. Illustration of the cVPT. Note: The figure illustrates a Picture and a Probe trial. On Picture trials, no response was
required, but pictures of an angry and a neutral face were presented at the locations predicted by the cues. On Probe trials,
instead of the pictures a probe appeared requiring the participant to press the response key corresponding to the location of
the target stimulus >><<.
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responses such as attentional shifts. Evidence that
this outcome-focused automatic process does
indeed underlie the anticipatory bias was provided
by a training study: training participants to direct
attention towards versus away from a cued salient
stimulus category, using a predictive form of Atten-
tional Bias Modification, was found to result in a sub-
sequent stimulus-evoked bias (Gladwin, Möbius, &
Becker, 2019). That is, performing a training
version of the cVPT affected processes related to
the predicted stimulus categories, and not just the
conditioned cues. Because performance on the
cVPT is measured on trials in which no exemplars
of the emotional and control stimuli are presented,
the influence of low-level visual confounds is mini-
mised (Gray, Adams, & Garner, 2010; Gray, Adams,
Hedger, Newton, & Garner, 2013) and trial-to-trial
noise in the bias due to the particular exemplars of
the emotional and control stimuli used on particular
trials is removed. Accordingly, bias scores have
indeed been found to have improved split-half
reliability: the cued bias for threat stimuli had
higher reliability than the stimulus-evoked atten-
tional bias for the same stimuli (Gladwin, Möbius,
Mcloughlin, & Tyndall, 2019) and very good
reliability has been found for alcohol stimuli
(Gladwin, 2019).

However, an issue arises when applying the usual
assessment of split-half reliability to the cVPT. This is
due to the fact that, unlike the dot-probe task in
which there are only the salient versus control
cues, in the cVPT there are both the predicted stimu-
lus categories and the visually distinct cues. It is con-
ceivable that there are individual differences in
attentional biases involving the cues. This does not
threaten the validity of tests of within-subject antici-
patory effects: the mapping from cues to predicted
stimulus categories is randomised per participant.
However, note that the essential issue is that an indi-
vidual could, for instance, have a preference for blue
versus yellow cues, or for X’s versus O’s, and the
counterbalancing of cue-mapping would do
nothing to avoid the effect of such preferences on
reliability. There is thus uncertainty whether pre-
vious findings on reliability truly reflect the individ-
ual differences of interest, namely differences in
anticipatory attentional bias involving the predicted
stimulus categories, i.e. the cue-contingent outcome
of performing attentional shifts. The primary aim of
the current study was to find and apply a method
to address this issue of assessing reliability for
cued attentional bias tasks.

A second aim of the study was to replicate and
generalise the finding of carryover effects on atten-
tional biases (Gladwin, 2017a; Gladwin & Figner,
2019; Hill & Duval, 2016). ‘Carryover’ here refers to
the dependence of the attentional bias on the
location of the probe on the previous trial: is the
attentional bias towards a certain stimulus category
measured on trial N different when the probe stimu-
lus on the previous trial N – 1 was presented at the
location of the same or the other stimulus category?
Various theoretical concepts could be used to
attempt to understand such a phenomenon, if it is
found to exist. For example, the attentional bias
could be seen as a task set (Monsell, 2003) of stimu-
lus-response mappings, in which the response is an
attentional shift; perhaps responding to a probe at a
given location establishes such a task set which
could then influence the subsequent trial; or there
could be a form of binding (Roelfsema, Engel,
König, & Singer, 1997) between the probe location’s
stimulus category and an attentional function; the
estimated probability of probe locations could be
affected (Failing & Theeuwes, 2018); or the experi-
ence of correctly responding to the probe could
serve to reinforce the shift of attention to the cat-
egory associated with the probe’s location (Chelazzi
et al., 2014; Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2009). Whatever
the mechanism, previous results indicate the exist-
ence of strong carryover effects. For simple colour
stimuli, responding to a probe presented at the
location of one of the colours leads to an attentional
bias towards that colour on the next trial; and for
threat versus control stimuli, it was found that an
attentional bias towards threat occurs only following
trials in which the probe was presented at the threat
location (Gladwin & Figner, 2019). Such effects are
potentially important as a source of within-subject
attentional bias variability, which has received
recent research interest (Gladwin & Vink, 2018;
Iacoviello et al., 2014; Kruijt et al., 2016; Swick &
Ashley, 2017; Zvielli, Bernstein, & Koster, 2014).
However, previous carryover studies concerned the
usual stimulus-evoked biases, rather than cue-
evoked biases, and it is as yet unknown in what
way carryover would occur in the cVPT. The
current study therefore aimed to determine
whether carryover effects would occur on the antici-
patory attentional bias.

Thus, to address the first aim of the study, the
cVPT procedure was adjusted to evaluate the
reliability of the anticipatory attentional bias for
threat while controlling for the possible influence
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of cue-related biases. All participants performed two
versions all the cVPT, with reversed mappings from
cues to predicted emotional stimuli. We hypoth-
esised that the split-half reliability over the whole
task would remain similar to the reliability previously
found when a constant within-subject cue-outcome
mapping was used. This would confirm that there
are indeed stable individual differences in
outcome-focused rather than cue-related biases,
that can be measured using the cVPT. Further, the
data were used to test whether the previous
findings of carryover effects would generalise to
the anticipatory attentional bias. Finally, the study
was an opportunity to replicate the overall effect
of an anticipatory bias towards threat.

Methods

Participants

The experiment was completed online by an
analytical sample of 82 healthy adult participants
(44 female, 38 male; age 30, SD = 10). A further
21 participants performed the experiment but
were excluded in quality checks for low accuracy
(mean accuracy below .90, n = 2), incorrect report
of the cue – stimulus mapping on essential time
points (see Procedure; n = 16), an extreme (i.e. |z-
score| > 3) bias (n = 3) or an extreme RT (but n =
0). Such quality checks were considered important
given the increased uncertainty of the compliance
of participants in online studies; however, we
briefly note that when analyses were repeated
for the full sample the results were very similar,
except for a lower reliability for the 400 ms CSI.
All participants gave informed consent and the
study was conducted following institutional
ethical procedures.

cVPT

The cVPT was programmed in JavaScript, based on
open source code for a general online attentional
bias task (Gladwin, 2017b), with data being saved
using AJAX requests to a PHP script on the server.
Trials on the cVPT were divided into Picture and
Probe trials; whether a trial was a Picture or Probe
trial was randomly selected per trial. Probe trials
began with a central fixation cross for 150, 200, or
250 ms. This was followed by two visually neutral
cues: the symbols OOOOO and XXXXX, presented
in yellow (RGB values 250, 250, 10) versus light

blue (RGB values 10, 250, 250). While cue symbols
and colours were somewhat arbitrary, they were
chosen to be clearly visually distinct and to not
have very obvious emotional associations. Cues
subtended around 2 degrees visual angle vertically
and 5 degrees horizontally, although this could not
be precisely controlled due to variations in partici-
pants’ computer screens. There were no restrictions
on display size or type, beyond a laptop or desktop
being required to perform the task rather than
phone or tablet. The cues were onscreen for a
Cue-Stimulus Interval (CSI) of 400 or 1000 ms.
These CSIs were previously found to have reason-
able reliability for a similar cVPT (Gladwin, Möbius,
Mcloughlin, et al., 2019). The cues were located
on one of the diagonals, alternating per trial:
either on the top-left and bottom-right, or on the
bottom-left and top-right. After the cue, a probe
stimulus, >><<, was presented at one of the cue
locations, and a distractor stimulus, /\/\ or \/\/, at
the other location. Cue subtended around 2
degrees vertically and 4 degrees horizontally.
There was a 5% chance of a trial being a catch
trial, on which there were two distractors and no
target; this was done to reduce the chance of par-
ticipants responding to distractors, which in prin-
ciple would imply that the target was at the
opposite location of the diagonal, rather than
seeking out the target. The probe stimulus was pre-
sented for 1000 ms, or until a response was given if
faster than 1000 ms. The task was to quickly and
accurately press a key (R for top-left, F for
bottom-left, J for bottom-right or I for top-right)
corresponding to the probe location. Fingers were
instructed to be placed on the keys so that the
spatial congruence between probe and key pos-
itions was clear, i.e. left and right index fingers on
the F and J keys, respectively and left and right
middle fingers on the R and I keys, respectively.
Errors were followed by a red ‘Incorrect!’ for incor-
rect responses, and a red ‘Too late!’ if no response
was given, for 200 ms.

On Picture trials, instead of a probe stimulus, pic-
tures were presented, one at each of the cue
locations. One of the cues was always replaced by
an angry face (the Threat category) from the BESST
(Thoma, Soria Bauser, & Suchan, 2013) and the
other cue was always replaced by an neutral face
(the Neutral category). Each picture subtended
around 9degrees horizontally and 13 degrees verti-
cally. The pictures remained onscreen for 1000 ms,
followed by 200 ms of empty screen.

JOURNAL OF COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY 753



Procedure

Participants performed the experiment fully online.
There were two phases. In the first phase, one of
the two possible mappings from predictive cues to
stimulus category was chosen at random per partici-
pant. With this mapping kept constant within the
first phase, the participant performed two short
training runs (two blocks of 24 trials) and one assess-
ment run (8 blocks of 24 trials). After each run an
awareness check was performed, in which partici-
pants were asked which of the cues predicted the
location of angry and of neutral faces. The second
phase followed on immediately and was identical
to the first phase, but the cue – stimulus mapping
was reversed. This led to six awareness checks. The
essential checks for quality control were checks 2,
3, 5 and 6: that is, participants were required to be
aware of the mapping from start to finish of the
assessment block. Due to this reversal of cue-
outcome mapping from the first to the second
phase, any attentional preference involving cue
stimuli would be cancelled out and could not
affect the reliability of the threat-related attentional
bias. For completeness we note that varying sets of
questionnaires related to mental health were pre-
sented at the start of the task, solely for exploratory
purposes; these are presented for transparency in
Supplementary Materials.

Preprocessing and statistical analyses

Per participant, trials were removed that were likely
not to reflect normal task performance: the first four
trials of each task, due to possible start-up effects fol-
lowing a break and (re-)introduction to the task;
trials with a very fast response (< 50 ms) which
were too fast to reflect a true response as opposed
to a fast guess; trials following an error, which
could be affected by the error feedback or realis-
ation of the error, e.g. post-error slowing; the first
trial of each block, as these followed a brief break
rather than a preceding trial as all subsequent
trials of the block; and trials with an RT more than
3 SD away from the mean of the experimental con-
dition the trial was in, which could reflect an abnor-
mal situation in which the participant was
insufficiently engaged in the task. Of the remaining
probe trials, the median reaction time was calcu-
lated for the Probe-on-Threat and Probe-on-
Neutral predictive cue locations, for each CSI, per
participant.

Data were processed and analysed using custom
software in Matlab (The Mathworks, 2015). Repeated
measures ANOVA was used to test within-subject
effects on probe location, previous probe location
(i.e. the location of the most recent probe stimulus,
used to test for carryover effects) and CSI. The
dependent variable was the median RT per partici-
pant, with effects involving attentional bias being
tested via the factor probe location. The reliability
of the bias, i.e. the contrast between the median
RT difference between the Threat versus Neutral
location, was tested using the Spearman-Brown
formula for the split-half reliability of the task
(using Spearman’s correlations), divided into sets
of even and odd numbered blocks. Further,
because misleadingly high or otherwise non-repre-
sentative correlations can be easily caused by influ-
ential data points, the following procedure was used
to reduce such possible effects on reliability (scatter-
plots were also visually inspected for any conspicu-
ous issues). The change in correlation caused by
removing a data point was calculated for all data
points. If removal of a data point resulted in an
absolute change with a z-score above 3, that data
point was removed from the calculation of the
reliability. This resulted in the removal of either
one (for the overall bias and the bias at 1000 ms
CSI) or two (for the bias at 400 ms CSI) data points.

Data and software will be made available upon
request.

Results

RT and accuracy data are shown in Figure 2 and
Table 1.

For RT, responses to probes at the Threat versus
Neutral location were faster, F(1, 81) = 12.72, p
< .001, ηp

2 = 0.14. The bias was dependent on a carry-
over effect as shown by an interaction between
probe location and previous probe location, F(1,
81) = 5.35, p = 0.023, ηp

2 = 0.062. This carryover inter-
action was explored via tests of probe location separ-
ately for each level of previous probe location. When
the previous probe location was on the predicted
Threat location, a bias towards threat was found, F
(1, 81) = 17.71, p < .001, ηp

2 = 0.18. This bias was not
found when the previous probe location was on the
predicted Neutral location, F(1, 81) = 1.09, p = .30,
ηp
2 = 0.013. Thus, the bias towards threat only

occurred following trials when the probe had been
presented on the Threat location. Responses at the
1000 ms CSI were faster than at the 400 ms CSI, F(1,
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81) = 4.97, p = .029, ηp
2 = 0.058. All other effects were

non-significant: previous probe location, F(1, 81) =
1.94, p = .17, ηp

2 = 0.023; previous probe location x

CSI, F(1, 81) = 2.60, p = .11, ηp
2 = 0.031; and probe

location x previous probe location x CSI, F(1, 81) =
0.00, p = .99, ηp

2 = 0.00.
The reliability of RT-based bias scores was .35

overall, .41 for 400 ms CSI and .45 for 1000 ms CSI.
We briefly note for completeness that no signifi-

cant effects were found on accuracy.

Discussion

The current study aimed to provide an improved
test of the reliability of the anticipatory attentional
bias and to replicate the previous finding of an
overall anticipatory bias towards threat. The
primary result was that split-half reliability of the
anticipatory attentional bias for threat remained
similar to a previous study (Gladwin, Möbius,
Mcloughlin, et al., 2019), even though the specific
cues predicting outcomes of attentional shifting
were reversed on half the trials. This supports the
interpretation of the reliability in terms of an individ-
ual difference in bias towards the predicted
emotional stimulus categories, rather than bias
involving the visual features of the predictive cues.
Further, an overall bias towards threat found in the
previous study was replicated, involving a roughly
10 ms difference as seen in Figure 1 and Table 1.
Further, a hypothesised generalisation of trial-to-
trial carryover effects was confirmed: the bias
towards threat was dependent on the most recent
previous probe having been presented at the
threat location.

The reliability of the anticipatory attentional bias
for threat thus appears to be robust, although
modest, and not dependent on individual differ-
ences involving cue characteristics. Higher reliability
has been found for the anticipatory attentional bias
for alcohol (Gladwin, 2019), which may reflect a
wider range of individual differences in bias in the
sampled population. While the majority of individ-
uals may show a general bias towards threat, and
it appears that these are at least to some extent a
stable individual difference, there would be
expected to be more differentiation involving
alcohol involving a range of personal factors such
as experience with drinking and the consequences
of alcohol use (Field et al., 2004). Further, it
remains possible that group differences in the
threat-related bias between healthy controls and
clinical populations could be strong, as such differ-
ences would not depend on a high reliability
within the healthy population. However, given the

Figure 2. Performance data on the cVPT. (A) Reaction time.
(B) Accuracy. Note: Figure A shows RT data. Figure B shows
accuracy data. Errors bars show 1 standard error. Because
the analyses involve within-subject effects, standard errors
are calculated after removal of subject means. This visualises
the more relevant within-subject noise in condition effects,
rather than variation due to differing overall means that is
not relevant to the size of within-subject effects.

Table 1. Performance data.
Probe
location

Previous probe
location

CSI
(ms) RT Accuracy

Neutral Neutral 400 606 (84) .96 (.067)
Neutral Neutral 1000 593 (80) .96 (.067)
Neutral Threat 400 598 (82) .97 (.043)
Neutral Threat 1000 589 (79) .96 (.051)
Threat Neutral 400 579 (82) .96 (.046)
Threat Neutral 1000 577 (72) .97 (.047)
Threat Threat 400 572 (80) .97 (.042)
Threat Threat 1000 568 (76) .97 (.048)

Note: The Table shows means with SD in brackets of RT and accuracy
per condition of the task. The level of probe location (Neutral
versus Threat) refers to the stimulus category predicted by the cue
at that location.
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current and previous findings, future work on indi-
vidual differences should consider using a longer
version of the cVPT to increase reliability.

The predicted carryover effects were found, gen-
eralising the previous findings on trial-to-trial carry-
over in stimulus-evoked attentional threat bias
(Gladwin & Figner, 2019) to the anticipatory atten-
tional bias. Such effects are potentially methodologi-
cally important for studies of attentional bias
variability, ABV (Gladwin & Vink, 2018; Iacoviello
et al., 2014; Zvielli et al., 2014), as carryover would
seem likely to explain at least some such within-
subject variability: If a simple bias occurs that is,
however, present following one trial type but not
another, this would naturally lead to variability. It
could thus be important to assess ABV separately
for trials following different trial types. The current
finding of carryover further implies that whether
an attentional bias is found on a given trial is deter-
mined by a state, induced by the previous probe’s
location, that can occur quickly and flexibly on a
trial-to-trial basis. This state could be described in
various theoretical terms, such as the reinforcement
of cognitive actions (Gladwin et al., 2011), the cre-
ation of an event file (Hommel, 2004; Lavender &
Hommel, 2007), an attentional set or task set invol-
ving internal, cognitive responses (Monsell, 2003;
Rushworth, Passingham, & Nobre, 2005), or the
binding of actions to stimuli (Roelfsema et al.,
1997; Singer et al., 1996). It remains, however, to
be determined what the best specific model is of
the mechanisms underlying carryover effects.
However, it may be informative that the cVPT’s carry-
over shares an asymmetry with the stimulus-evoked
carryover for threat stimuli: in both cases, a bias
towards threat occurs only following a probe-on-
threat trial. The binding or task set must thus
involve predicted stimulus categories, rather the
visual features of the cues. This asymmetry also
suggests that the carryover was not due to statistical
learning of the likely probe location, as this would be
equal following probe-on-threat and probe-on-
neutral trials. Further, the current result shows that
carryover can occur without particular exemplars
from stimulus categories.

The current study was limited in its use of a con-
venience sample measured online. Although it has
been noted that online data do not appear to be
radically different from laboratory data (Chetverikov
& Upravitelev, 2016), noisier data would seem likely
despite quality checks. Laboratory-based study of
the cVPT could conceivably reveal improved

reliability. However, it is notable in this regard that
it was also an online study that found high reliability
for an alcohol-related attentional bias. This suggests
that it is the nature of stimulus categories that deter-
mines reliability rather than whether the data were
acquired online. Further, the current data do not
allow detailed claims to be made on underlying pro-
cesses. While there is evidence for some form of
anticipatory bias, whether this relates to early selec-
tion of information or later processes transforming
probes to responses is unknown. We do note that
this uncertainty is not unique to the currently used
target detection task; if the task had involved a
speeded choice as common in dot-probe tasks,
there could still have been, e.g. inhibitory or disinhi-
bitory effects at the level of response execution
(Mogg, Holmes, Garner, & Bradley, 2008). Answering
questions at this lower level of description would
seem to require, ideally, psychophysiological
measurements measuring neural activity during pre-
paratory intervals (Alilović, Timmermans, Reteig, van
Gaal, & Slagter, 2019; Bastiaansen & Brunia, 2001;
Bastiaansen, Böcker, Brunia, de Munck, & Spekreijse,
2001; Bastiaansen, Posthuma, Groot, & de Geus,
2002; Gladwin & de Jong, 2005; Korucuoglu,
Gladwin, & Wiers, 2014; Pourtois & Vuilleumier,
2006; Slagter, Alilovic, & Van Gaal, 2018). The
current study was further limited to a particular set
of cues, distinguished on both colour and form. It
remains to be determined under which conditions
cues are able to evoke an anticipatory attentional
bias, and which features would be optimal for this.
Finally, a limitation of the study is that CSIs of 400
and 1000 ms were used. The current data cannot
determine whether, e.g. the presence of the
1000 ms CSI was necessary for participants to learn
the contingency between cues and threat-related
outcomes and hence for effects to occur on either
CSI.

In conclusion, an improved assessment of the
reliability of the anticipatory attentional bias for
threat was performed. Similar levels of split-half
reliability were found, that could no longer be
explained by stable biases involving basic visual fea-
tures of cues. Further, an overall anticipatory bias
towards threat as well as trial-to-trial carryover
effects were replicated. The results thus provide
further support for the theoretical construct of
outcome-focused automatic attentional processes
and suggest potentially important directions for
future assessment methods and analyses. Given
the current results, future work would seem
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justified aimed at testing relationships between the
anticipatory attentional bias and individual differ-
ences, e.g. in mental health.
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